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Abstract. Developments in digitalization are in actual scientific discussion 
with leading focus on the automatizing of tasks especially in managers´ 
decision making, but also cover the view on the daily managerial task-
fulfilment with digitalized solutions. Challenge for the managers is hereby 
the design of the digitalized work in a human-task-technology system by 
using advanced working models, methods and solutions. This compels to 
rethink causal-deterministic approaches and find new solutions, which 
especially occur in tasks of the strategic management. The purpose of this 
study was twofold. The first target was to identify and analyse the models 
and characteristics of strategic management decisions using approaches of 
the system theory, cybernetic management, and quantum theory. The second 
aim was to outline a framework of design parameters for creating causal-
deterministic and holistic approaches in complex and complementary 
decision situations, so that they can be designed and processed digitally and 
implemented into human-task-technology systems, with outline the way 
how managerial decision-making will be changed. Keywords: 
complementary decision, dual process theory, strategic management, 
quantum decision theory, system theory, cybernetic management 

It is proceeded as follows. First, the theoretical background to the study is outlined. It will be 
described the structural element in decision making as well as management of complex 
situations, paying special attention to complementary characteristics of decisions on the 
strategical and operational management level. Secondly, in the study it will be also examined 
different modelling approaches for solving complex and complementary decision situations. 
Building on this theoretical background, then, third it will be characterised the holistic, 
cybernetic modelling set-up and its transformation directions as appropriate approach for 
implementing into advanced digital solutions using the method engineering model. Then it 
will be discussed the derived framework as well as potential development areas in 
implementing the modelling approach, including the potential impact on decision situations 
and tasks, as well as impact on the needed competencies of users working with the improved 
solutions. 

Considering the tripartite structure of decision making in a human-task-technology 
system, digitized solutions are not limited to the improving of the information processing, 
but also on the improving the dialogue interface, the improving of the competencies of users 
working with improved tools and the improved tasks and task solving in the organisations 
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[1, 2]. This transformation process and its impact on elements in the organisational 
knowledge system are shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Digitalization in the organisational knowledge system 

Prerequisite for digitalization of management activity is the creation of theoretical 
concepts in supporting describing, explaining, prediction, simulation, decision, optimizing 
and gives orientation and reflection of the activities [3]. Hereby it should be considered 
modelling case, organization and situation-based individual, dynamical and process 
depending elements [4, 5], the modelling of the decision making-process on different 
management levels [6, 7, 8], the modelling of the cognitive process of intuition and 
deliberation in decision-making [9-15], as well as the tight integration of human decision 
activities and technology support [16-19]. These requirements find their implementation in 
advances holistic modelling solutions based on the dual-theory in decision making, the tri-
partite modelling set-up, simultaneous management and dynamic screenplay approaches.  

The EMO model (environment-management-organisation model) is a generic metamodel 
framework that allows to represent the participating, as well as observing and observed 
dimensions of cybernetic systems, but also allows to view, analyse and design situation- and 
decision-specific individualized elements as well as the whole system. In the model are 
described internal situations and processes on normative, strategic and operative level 
following different approaches of causality, correlation and complementary. The results in 
the management processes have impact on the element management, as well as on the 
interconnection with the environment and the design of the element organisation, which are 
designed as development modes, structuring forces, management practice, orientation level 
and value creation.  

Understandings in strategic management consist of a time-dependent view with 
orientation to the future situation and a time-independent view focusing on the design of 
potential and the ways how to use the potential [3, 20-23]. The time-dependent view is 
discussed in cybernetics and systems theory with the present situation and their three 
attractors of development: optimizing equilibrium (stable equilibrium and steady state), 
instability and bounded instability. Schwaninger and Gälweiler developed a time-
independent view in strategic management as a framework of control variables and identified 
depending on the management level differences in the purpose of these variables, their types 
and goals representing. The combination of time-dependent and time-independent view is 
already established in the Viable System Model (VSM Model) by Stafford Beer [20], 
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National Automated System for Computation and Information Processing (OGAS) [24], the 
Theory of Functional Systems [25], the sensitivity model by Vester [26], and the systemic 
economy [27]. But these models transfer the complex and qualitative characteristics into 
operational figures to handle them in deterministic-causal, data-driven analysis, without 
considering dualistic, complementary effects in decision making and processes in 
organisations. Therefore, the main understandings in strategic management were fragmented 
into different modules, whereas were found analogies and similarities in different scientific 
disciplines. Mainly these approaches are of a complementary character, but also extend 
traditional approaches with additional dimensions, and quantum mechanics approaches for 
different modelling set-up (Table 1). 

Table 1. Approaches solving strategic management decision situations 

Characteristics of 
complementary 
management 

Attributes Modelling approaches 

Time-dependent 
view of 
development 

Stability, optimizing, steady 
state, homeostasis 

Causal-deterministic 
approaches, classical 
mathematics, physics 

bounded instability 
(alternating between stability 
and instability) 

Alternating of causal-
deterministic and non-causal 
dynamics 

Time-independent 
view of 
development 

Complementary of status and 
development direction of 
objects 

Particle-wave approach in 
(quantum) physics 

Complementary of potential 
design and potential usage 

Law on conservation of energy 

Measures Discrete and Extended 
measures on the operative 
management level 

Flexibility cube; interval 
mathematics 
 

Non mathematical measures “hermeneutic” interpretation 
Complex measure One dimensional and multi-

dimensional (e.g. Hilbert space) 
Situation set-up and 
solving 

Complementary of causal-
deterministic and non-causal 
behaviour 

Quantum decision theory 

Integral set of 
management 
variables  

Types interactions between 
three participants is reasoning 
the improvements 

GHZ modelling set-up, 
Entanglement measure 

Integral set of objectives and 
actuating variables 

Complementary cybernetics, 
System Dynamics 

inseparable unit of 
environment, process and 
scenarios 

Screenplay approaches 
Dynamic Vector Logistics of 
Processes 

Integral set of elements and 
their connection 

System theory 

Beside the implementation of (weak and strong) Artificial Intelligence methods as subject 
in curricula, the interdisciplinary (especially from biological, chemical and quantum physic 
science) and cross-functional thinking and modelling, as well as the non-causal dynamic 
modelling, thinking in complex and fractal structures, dualistic thinking and modelling of 
combined deterministic and non-causal processes will be in the future found as learning 
outcomes in curricula and training programs. These aspects are challenging questions to be 
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answered by national and international bodies (qualification frameworks, qualifications 
standards), professional bodies (occupational profiles and standards) and educational bodies 
(curricula and assessment specifications) as the stakeholders in the educational process.  

The study shows that the complexity of decision situations allows using different proper 
solving methodologies with different reliable and suitable results, as well as enables and 
recommends continuous reviewing the design of decision situations. Furthermore, it 
underlines on one hand the organisational and time specific individualised character of 
strategic management decision situations. On the other hand, it revealed the reciprocal 
dependency between semantics, procedural model of the digitalized tasks and the user of the 
digitalized environment. 

The research result closes the gap in finding implementation approaches for supporting 
the management in solving complex decision situations considering holistic system 
understandings and highlights the development areas for novel ideas and interdisciplinary 
transfer of knowledge developed in other scientific disciplines. 
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